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EXISTENCE AND REGULARITY OF MINIMIZERS FOR
NONLOCAL ENERGY FUNCTIONALS
Mikil D. Foss, Petronela Radu, Cory Wright
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Lincoln, NE 68588
Abstract. In this paper we consider minimizers for nonlocal energy
functionals generalizing elastic energies that are connected with the the-
ory of peridynamics [19] or nonlocal diffusion models [1]. We derive non-
local versions of the Euler-Lagrange equations under two sets of growth
assumptions for the integrand. Existence of minimizers is shown for
integrands with joint convexity (in the function and nonlocal gradient
components). By using the convolution structure we show regularity
of solutions for certain Euler-Lagrange equations. No growth assump-
tions are needed for the existence and regularity of minimizers results,
in contrast with the classical theory.
1. Introduction
In this paper we consider minimizers for nonlocal functionals of the form
F(u) :=
∫
Ω
∫
Ω
f(x,y − x,u(x),u(x) − u(y)) dxdy, (1.1)
where u satisfies (possibly free) boundary conditions. For this problem we
have several goals: first, we investigate the validity of the weak form of the
Euler-Lagrange equations, then we follow follow with the study of existence,
uniqueness, and regularity of minimizers for some particular integrands. Of
special interest to us is the connection between nonlocal problems and their
classical counterparts; this aspect is studied in a general context, but also
illustrated through several examples that are motivated by well known prob-
lems in classical theory (such as semilinear elliptic systems).
Nonlocal equations have risen as prime candidates to model physical phe-
nomena characterized by singular or discontinuous behavior. As such, they
have been used in population models [7], nonlocal diffusion [1], dynamic
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fracture [19]; see also the monograph [6] for additional motivation and phys-
ical models. Whereas differential operators capture “deep” properties at a
point for a given function, integral operators incorporate a cumulative per-
spective. Moreover, integral operators of an appropriate structure can be
used to approximate differential operators as the radius for the horizon of
the interaction kernel shrinks to zero on the space of sufficiently smooth
functions [12, 16]. A critical feature (which is a major advantage for consid-
ering a problem in the nonlocal framework) is the fact that the solution of a
nonlocal system requires only minimal assumptions, such as measurability,
monotonicity, whereas for classical systems, Sobolev differentiability is often
a vital requirement.
In the nonlocal framework energy functionals have been introduced where
the place of pointwise gradients has been taken by “two-point” nonlocal
gradients. These nonlocal gradients are basically weighted differences of
the solution, and as such, they require just basic integrability assumptions.
Despite being endowed with a reduced topological structure, the nonlocal
framework has benefitted from the development of analytical tools for es-
tablishing estimates and compactness. As an example, the direct method
of calculus of variations becomes applicable as coercivity is provided by a
nonlocal Poincare´ inequality and convexity serves for providing lower semi-
continuity. Other results (e.g. Dirichlet’s principle, existence of minimizers,
weighted mean-value theorem etc. [12, 13]) have contributed to show that
the nonlocal theory is a low-regularity counterpart of the classical theory.
The ultimate goal is to provide a complete picture for a nonlocal calcu-
lus of variations theory as a counterpart to classical results (for which [8]
serves as a great reference). Finally, establishing the connection between
local and nonlocal frameworks would aid in correctly identifying the regime
for the appropriate mathematical model to be used in applications (from
low-regularity to high-regularity) as well as the correct implementation of a
transition zone between these formulations.
The first part of this paper is dedicated to establishing necessary con-
ditions under which the Euler-Lagrange equations associated with nonlo-
cal energy functionals hold. As in the classical case (see [8], for example)
polynomial growth conditions on the integrand are needed. For existence
of minimizers, however, we show that, in contrast with the classical the-
ory, only coercivity is needed so the integrand does not need to satisfy any
upper-bound restrictions. Finally, by taking advantage of the convolution
structure of the nonlocal operator (which is not smoothing), we present regu-
larity results for solutions of nonlinear Euler-Lagrange equations under mild
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assumptions for the nonlinearity. Note that in the classical setting a key
tool in establishing regularity is using smoothing properties of the operator,
which here are lacking.
1.1. Literature review. Several recent works [3, 4, 5, 10, 11, 18] have
investigated calculus of variations problems in the nonlocal setting and the
relationship to the classical framework. Relevant to our investigation is
the paper [2] where the authors derive Euler-Lagrange equations and prove
existence of minimizers for a nonlocal functional of the form
I(u) :=
∫
Ω
∫
Ω
w(x− y,u(x)− u(y)) dy dx−
∫
Ω
F (x,u(x)) dx. (1.2)
Note that the functional I is a particular case of the functional F that we
considered in (1.1) since the pointwise dependence on x is given separately
through the function F .
On the other hand, the paper [10] concerns a very general nonlocal func-
tional of the form
E(u) :=
∫
Ω
∫
Ω
w(x,y,u(x),u(y)) dy dx. (1.3)
The results of [10] include the derivation of a condition equivalent to the
lower-semicontinuity of the functional (1.2). Recall that in the classical
formulation of calculus of variations quasiconvexity provides a sine qua non
condition for lower-semicontinuity, under appropriate assumptions [17]. Very
similar to quasiconvexity, however, the condition given in [10] is cumbersome
to verify directly. To forego this difficulty, we provide an existence of mini-
mizers theorem obtained under joint convexity assumptions, a much stronger
assumption, which in turn is very easy to verify (see Theorem 4.2). More
details that show the relation between our results and existing literature are
provided in the next subsection.
1.2. Main results and significance. Our contributions in this paper con-
cern several aspects regarding the functional F of (1.1):
• We derive and establish the validity of the Euler-Lagrange equations
for the nonlocal energy functional F under very weak assumptions;
see Theorem 3.1. Prior to this paper, the results of [2, Theorem
8.3] established Euler-Lagrange equations for energy functionals of
the particular form given by (1.2), where dependence on u(x) is
allowed through a separate term, independent of the “nonlocal gra-
dient” term u(x)−u(y). The equations are derived here in the weak
form as well as in the strong (pointwise) formulation; separately, we
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discuss the connections between the nonlocal (integral) and classical
(differential) frameworks.
• As previously mentioned, under joint convexity assumptions, we ob-
tain existence of a unique minimizer for F in Theorem 4.2. The
striking difference here in comparison to the results of [3, 4, 11, 10]
is that we do not need any upper bounds for the integrand.
• For minimizers that satisfy the Euler-Lagrange equations we obtain
the regularity results of Theorem 5.1. To our knowledge these are
some of the first regularity results obtained for nonlinear nonlocal
problems, and they are obtained under quite general assumptions on
the nonlinearity. In the particular case of power nonlinearities, no
condition on the subcriticality of exponent is necessary, contrasting
the classical case where the Sobolev embedding theorem dictates the
regime of exponents for which regularity results hold.
• Along the way (and also separately in section 6) we provide examples
for which the general results apply, and also establish connections
between the nonlocal and local theories.
As an additional remark, note that the functionals considered here do
not fit the framework of [10] since we do not have pairwise-symmetry of the
integrand.
1.3. Organization of the paper. In the next section we introduce some
standard (by now) nonlocal operators as well as some notation and spaces. In
section 3, we find appropriate growth conditions under which we derive the
Euler-Lagrange equations for our nonlocal functional. Using a specific form
of the functional, we also show some connections between the classical and
nonlocal formulations. In section 4, we find sufficient conditions for existence
of minimizers of the nonlocal functional (1.1). In section 5, we establish
regularity results for a specific Euler-Lagrange equation, Lµ[u](x) = f(x,u),
where Lµ is a nonlocal Laplacian that will be introduced below. Finally, in
section 6, we take specific examples of functionals and apply our previous
results to establish existence and regularity to certain nonlocal equations.
2. Preliminaries
In this section we introduce notation that will be used throughout the
paper. Let Ω,Γ ⊆ Rn be open bounded domains with Γ a collar around Ω.
Let u = (u1, u2, ...., uN ),v = (v1, v2, ...., vN ) denote two general vectors in
RN .
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• Denote by ⊗ the standard tensor product with components
(u⊗ v)ij = uivj , i, j = 1...N.
• For a set A ⊆ Rn, denote
Â := {y − x : x,y ∈ A}. (2.1)
• For a function ψ : A→ RN , ψ̂ : A2 → RN is given by
ψ̂(x,y) = ψ(y)−ψ(x).
• If β : (Ω ∪ Γ)× Ω̂ ∪ Γ→ R is measurable, then define
Lpβ((Ω∪Γ)2) :=
{
w: (Ω ∪ Γ)2 → RN:
∫
(Ω∪Γ)2
|β(x,y − x)||w(x,y)|p dxdy<∞
}
with the norm
‖u‖p
Lp
β
((Ω∪Γ)2)
:=
∫
(Ω∪Γ)2
|β(x,y − x)||w(x,y)|p dxdy.
• Define
Wpβ(Ω ∪ Γ) :=
{
u ∈ Lp(Ω ∪ Γ;RN ) : û(x,y) ∈ Lpβ((Ω ∪ Γ)2)
}
and
Wpβ,Γ′(Ω ∪ Γ) :=
{
u ∈ Wpβ(Ω ∪ Γ) : u = 0 on Γ \ Γ′
}
,
where Γ′ ⊂ Γ (see Figure 1 below). Whenever Γ′ = ∅ we have that
u = 0 on Γ and we write Wpβ,Γ′(Ω ∪ Γ) =:Wpβ,0(Ω ∪ Γ).
Ω
Γ \ Γ ′
Γ
′
Figure 1. Domain Ω surrounded by a collar Γ with bound-
ary conditions imposed on Γ \ Γ′
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Also, for notational convenience, given a map (x,y) 7→ g(x,y) : Rn1 ×
Rn2 → RN , the matrix (in RN×n1) of all first-order partial derivatives of g,
with respect to the first n1 components, will be denoted by ∂xg(x,y) or just
∂xg.
Remark 2.1. Note Lpβ is the space of p-integrable functions with respect to
the measure β(x,y − x) dxdy. Thus, Wpβ,Γ′ is a Banach space.
For α : Ω∪Γ×Ω∪Γ→ RN , u : Ω∪Γ→ RN , and F : Ω∪Γ×Ω∪Γ→ RN×N
we define as in [9] the following generalized nonlocal operators:
(i) Nonlocal gradient
Gα[u](x,y) := (u(y)− u(x))⊗α(x,y), x,y ∈ Ω. (2.2)
(ii) Nonlocal divergence
Dα[F ](x) :=
∫
Ω∪Γ
(F (x,y)α(x,y) − F (y,x)α(y,x)) dy, x ∈ Ω. (2.3)
(iii) Nonlocal Laplacian, for α symmetric
Lα2 [u](x) := Dα[Gα[u]](x) = 2
∫
Ω∪Γ
û(x,y)|α(x,y)|2 dy. (2.4)
(iv) Nonlocal p-Laplacian, for α symmetric
Lpα[u](x) := Dα[|Gα[u]|p−1Gα[u]](x)
= 2
∫
Ω∪Γ
|û(x,y)|p−2û(x,y)|α(x,y)|p dy. (2.5)
3. Euler-Lagrange Equations
In this section we aim to establish a nonlocal analogue to the Euler-
Lagrange equations of the functional
Floc[u] =
∫
Ω
f(x,u,∇u) dx.
To this end, throughout this section, let f : Ω ∪ Γ × Ω̂ ∪ Γ × RN × RN be
given. We consider the functional F : L1(Ω ∪ Γ;RN ) defined by
F [u] :=
∫
Ω∪Γ
∫
Ω∪Γ
f(x,y − x,u(x),u(y) − u(x)) dy dx. (3.1)
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Before stating the result, we introduce our main assumptions for the in-
tegrand of F , which include two variations of a growth condition. The un-
derlying ideas for the proof of the necessity for the nonlocal Euler-Lagrange
equations are similar to those presented in [8] for local problems.
The growth conditions below are the analogues, for the nonlocal setting,
of controllable growth conditions for local variational problems. Unlike the
local setting, we do not consider controllable growth conditions where the
growth with respect to u is faster than the growth with respect to z. For
local problems, a faster growth with respect to u can be managed by taking
advantage of the Sobolev embedding theorem, but there is no such embed-
ding available in the nonlocal setting unless the kernel β is strongly singular.
(R) Regularity Condition:
• (x,z) 7→ f(x,z,u, ξ) is measurable, for each u, ξ ∈ RN ;
• (u, ξ) 7→ f(x,z,u, ξ) is continuously differentiable, for
a.e. (x,z) ∈ Ω ∪ Γ× Ω̂ ∪ Γ.
(GI) Growth Condition I: For each R ≥ 0 there exists aR ∈ L1(Ω ∪ Γ ×
Ω̂ ∪ Γ) such that for every u, ξ ∈ RN satisfying |u|, |ξ| ≤ R we have
|∂uf(x,y − x,u, ξ)|, |∂ξf(x,y − x,u, ξ)| ≤ aR(x,y − x),
for a.e. (x,y) ∈ [Ω ∪ Γ]2.
(GII) Growth Condition II: With p ∈ [1,∞) given, there exist measurable
a : Ω ∪ Γ× Ω̂ ∪ Γ→ [0,∞) and β : Ω ∪ Γ× Ω̂ ∪ Γ→ RN such that
x 7→
∫
Ω∪Γ
a(x,y − x) dy ∈ L pp−1 (Ω ∪ Γ),
x 7→
∫
Ω∪Γ
|β(x,y − x)|dy ∈ L∞(Ω ∪ Γ)
and
|∂uf(x,y − x,u, ξ)| ≤ a(x,y − x) + |β(x,y − x)|(|u|p−1 + |ξ|p−1)
|∂ξf(x,y − x,u, ξ)| ≤ a(x,y − x) + |β(x,y − x)|(|u|p−1 + |ξ|p−1)
for a.e. (x,y) ∈ [Ω ∪ Γ]2 and every (u, ξ) ∈ RN × RN .
Theorem 3.1 (Nonlocal Euler-Lagrange equations). Let p ∈ [1,∞), a map
u0 ∈ Wpβ(Ω ∪ Γ;RN ) and a collar subset Γ′ ⊆ Γ, be given. Define the
admissible class
A :=
{
v ∈ Wpβ(Ω ∪ Γ;RN ) : [v − u0] ∈ Wpβ,Γ′(Ω ∪ Γ;RN )
}
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Suppose that
• f has regularity (R) above
• u ∈ A is a minimizer for F , defined in (3.1), over A.
Then, if either
(i) f also satisfies (GI) and u ∈ A ∩ L∞, in which case the set V :=
Wpβ,Γ′ ∩ L∞;
or
(ii) f also satisfies (GII), in which case the set V :=Wpβ,Γ′(Ω ∪ Γ;RN );
then for all ϕ ∈ V, we find that∫
Ω∪Γ′
∫
Ω∪Γ
ϕ(x)·∂uf(x,y−x,u, û)−ϕ̂(x,y)·∂ξf(x,y−x,u, û) dy dx = 0,
(3.2)
or, equivalently,∫
Ω∪Γ′
ϕ(x) ·
∫
Ω∪Γ
∂uf(x,y − x,u, û)
−
[
∂ξf(x,y − x,u, û)− ∂˜ξf(x,x− y,u, û)
]
dy dx = 0. (3.3)
Here
∂˜ξf(x,z,u(x), û(x,y)) := ∂ξf(y,z,u(y), û(y,x)),
for each (x,z) ∈ Ω ∪ Γ× Ω̂ ∪ Γ.
Proof. With V the appropriate space of variations, depending on whether
(i) or (ii) is satisfied, let ϕ ∈ V be given. We will verify that the Gaˆteaux
derivative of (3.1) in the direction of ϕ exists. For convenience, define h :
Ω ∪ Γ× Ω ∪ Γ× R→ R by
h(x,y, ε) :=
∫ 1
0
{
ϕ(x) · ∂uf(x,y − x,u+ tεϕ, û+ tεϕ̂)
+ ϕ̂(x,y) · ∂ξf(x,y − x,u+ tεϕ, û+ tεϕ̂)
}
dt
gu(x,y) := ∂uf(x,y − x,u(x) + tεϕ(x), û(x,y) + tεϕ̂(x,y));
gξ(x,y) := ∂ξf(x,y − x,u(x) + tεϕ(x), û(x,y) + tεϕ̂(x,y)).
Thus
h(x,y, ε) =
∫ 1
0
ϕ(x) · gu(x,y) + ϕ̂(x,y) · gξ(x,y) dt.
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Then we may write
F [u+ εϕ]−F [u]
ε
(3.4)
=
1
ε
∫
Ω∪Γ
∫
Ω∪Γ
∫ 1
0
d
dt
f(x,y − x,u+ εtϕ, û+ tεϕ̂) dt dy dx
=
∫
Ω∪Γ
∫
Ω∪Γ
h(x,y, ε) dy dx.
Since the derivatives of f with respect to u and ξ are continuous, we have
lim
ε→0
h(x,y, ε) = ϕ(x) · ∂uf(x,y − x,u, û)
+ ϕ̂(x) · ∂ξf(x,y − x,u, û), a.e. (x,y) ∈ (Ω ∪ Γ)2.
We will show that under either of the growth conditions, we have
|h(x,y, ε)| ≤ γ(x,y), a.e. (x,y, ε) ∈ (Ω ∪ Γ)2 × [−1, 1] (3.5)
for some γ ∈ L1((Ω∪Γ)2). From here the existence of the Gaˆteaux derivative
of F follows from the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem.
Growth Condition I : Fix (t, ε) ∈ [0, 1] × [−1, 1]. For this part of the
theorem, we are assuming that u,ϕ ∈ L∞. Thus there exists an R > 0 such
that
|u(x) + tεϕ(x)|, |ϕ| ≤ R, a.e. x ∈ Ω ∪ Γ,
|û(x,y) + tεϕ̂(x,y)| ≤ R, a.e. (x,y) ∈ (Ω ∪ Γ)2.
The growth assumptions for fu and fξ imply
|gu(x,y)||ϕ(x)| ≤ aR(x,y − x)|ϕ(x)|,
|gξ(x,y)||ϕ̂(x,y)| ≤ aR(x,y − x)|ϕ̂(x,y)| (3.6)
for a.e. x,y ∈ Ω∪Γ. Since u,ϕ ∈ L∞(Ω∪ Γ;RN ), Ho¨lder’s inequality gives
(x,y) 7→aR(x,y − x)|ϕ(x)| ∈ L1((Ω ∪ Γ)2),
(x,y) 7→aR(x,y − x)|ϕ̂(x,y)| ∈ L1((Ω ∪ Γ)2).
(3.7)
Since (t, ε) ∈ [0, 1] × [−1, 1] were arbitrary, (3.6) and (3.7) yield (3.5), and
the existence of the Gaˆteaux derivative is proved.
Growth Condition II : Again, fix (t, ε) ∈ [0, 1] × [−1, 1]. For convenience,
define ζ : R× R→ R by
ζ(u, ξ) := |u+ tεξ|p−1.
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Under (GII), we have
|gu(x,y)||ϕ(x)|
≤ {a(x,y − x) + |β(x,y − x)| [ζ(u(x),ϕ(x))
+ζ(û(x,y), ϕ̂(x,y))]} |ϕ(x)|,
|gξ(x,y)||ϕ̂(x),y|
≤ {a(x,y − x) + |β(x,y − x)| [ζ(u(x),ϕ(x))
+ζ(û(x,y), ϕ̂(x,y))]} |ϕ̂(x,y)|.
(3.8)
To establish (3.5), it is sufficient to argue that the upper bounds in (3.8)
are pointwise uniformly bounded by an L1 function, independent of (t, ε) ∈
[0, 1] × [−1, 1] over (Ω ∪ Γ)2.
Using Young’s inequality, we see that
ζ(u, ξ)|ξ| ≤ 2p−1 (|u|p−1 + |ξ|p−1) |ξ| ≤ C (|u|p + |ξ|p) .
Thus
{a(x,y − x) + |β(x,y − x)| [ζ(u(x),ϕ(x)) + ζ(û(x,y), ϕ̂(x,y))]} |ϕ(x)|
≤ a(x,y − x)|ϕ(x)| +C|β(x,y − x)| (|u(x)|p + |ϕ(x)|p)
+ C|β(x,y − x)| (|û(x,y)|p−1 + |ϕ̂(x,y)|p−1) |ϕ(x)|
and
{a(x,y − x) + |β(x,y − x)| [ζ(u(x),ϕ(x)) + ζ(û(x,y), ϕ̂(x,y))]} |ϕ̂(x,y)|
≤ a(x,y − x)|ϕ(x)|+ C|β(x,y − x)| (|u(x)|p−1 + |ϕ(x)|p−1) |ϕ̂(x,y)|
+C|β(x,y − x)| (|û(x,y)|p + |ϕ̂(x,y)|p)
These upper bounds are independent of both t and ε, so it remains to show
that they both belong to L1.
Recall for part (ii) of the theorem, we assume that u,ϕ ∈ W pβ . Also, we
may put
A :=
∥∥∥∥∫
Ω∪Γ
a(·,y − ·)|dy
∥∥∥∥
L
p
p−1 (Ω∪Γ)
and B :=
∥∥∥∥∫
Ω∪Γ
|β(·,y − ·)|dy
∥∥∥∥
L∞(Ω∪Γ)
,
with both A,B <∞. We further define
I1 :=
∫
(Ω∪Γ)2
a(x,y − x)|ϕ(x)|dxdy,
I2 :=
∫
(Ω∪Γ)2
|β(x,y − x) (|u(x)|p + |ϕ(x)|p) dxdy,
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I3 :=
∫
(Ω∪Γ)2
|β(x,y − x)| (|û(x,y)|p−1 + |ϕ̂(x,y)|p−1) |ϕ(x)|dxdy
I4 :=
∫
(Ω∪Γ)2
|β(x,y − x)| (|u(x)|p−1 + |ϕ(x)|p−1) |ϕ̂(x,y)|dxdy,
and
I5 :=
∫
(Ω∪Γ)2
|β(x,y − x)| (|û(x,y)|p + |ϕ̂(x,y)|p) dxdy
We will verify that I1, . . . , I5 are each bounded. For I1 and I2, Fubini’s
theorem and then Ho¨lder’s inequality provides
I1 =
∫
Ω∪Γ
|ϕ(x)|
[∫
Ω∪Γ
a(x,y − x) dy
]
dx ≤ A‖ϕ‖Lp
and similarly
I2 =
∫
Ω∪Γ
(|u(x)|p + |ϕ(x)|p)
[∫
Ω∪Γ
|β(x,y − x)|dy
]
dx
≤ CB (‖u‖pLp + ‖ϕ‖pLp) ,
where C <∞ is independent of both t and ε. To bound I3, we first reorga-
nize the integrand and then apply Fubini’s theorem and Ho¨lder’s inequality
(twice):
I3 =
∫
(Ω∪Γ)2
[
|β(x,y − x)| 1p |ϕ(x)|
]
×
[
|β(x,y − x)| p−1p (|û(x,y)|p−1 + |ϕ̂(x,y)|p−1)] dy dx
≤ C
∫
Ω∪Γ
|ϕ(x)|
[∫
Ω∪Γ
|β(x,y − x)|dy
] 1
p
×
[∫
Ω∪Γ
|β(x,y − x)| (|û(x,y)|p + |ϕ̂(x,y)|p) dy
]p−1
p
dx
≤ CB‖ϕ‖Lp
[∫
(Ω∪Γ)2
|β(x,y − x)| (|û(x,y)|p + |ϕ̂(x,y)|p) dy dx
] p−1
p
.
This last quantity is uniformly bounded, with respect to (t, ε) ∈ [0, 1] ×
[−1, 1], since u,ϕ ∈ Wpβ ⊆ Lpβ. Thus I1, I2, and I3 are each uniformly
bounded. The argument for I4 is similar to the one used for I3. The bound
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for I5 is immediate from the assumption that u,ϕ ∈ Wpβ. Hence I1, . . . , I5
are all bounded
Returning to (3.8), we conclude that there is a γ ∈ L1((Ω∪Γ)2) such that
(3.5) holds. Thus the Gaˆteaux derivative of F also exists under the growth
assumption (GII). Passing to the limit as ε → 0+ and then as ε → 0− and
using the fact that u is a minimizer for F over A, we obtain (3.2). By
expanding the second integrand in (3.2), using the property that ϕ ∈ V
implies ϕ = 0 on Γ \ Γ′, and changing the order of integration, we can
produce (3.3) as follows:
0=
∫
Ω∪Γ′
∫
Ω∪Γ
ϕ(x) · ∂uf(x,y − x,u, û)− ϕ̂(x,y) · ∂ξf(x,y − x,u, û) dy dx
=
∫
Ω∪Γ′
∫
Ω∪Γ
ϕ(x) · ∂uf(x,y − x,u, û)−ϕ(y) · ∂ξf(x,y − x,u, û) dy dx
+
∫
Ω∪Γ′
∫
Ω∪Γ
ϕ(x) · ∂ξf(x,y − x,u, û) dy dx
=
∫
Ω∪Γ′
ϕ(x) · ∂uf(x,y − x,u, û)−ϕ(y) ·
[∫
Ω∪Γ′
∂ξf(x,y − x,u, û) dx
]
dy
−
∫
Ω∪Γ′
ϕ(x) ·
[∫
Ω∪Γ
∂ξf(x,y − x,u, û) dy
]
dx
=
∫
Ω∪Γ′
ϕ(x) ·
∫
Ω∪Γ
∂uf(x,y − x,u, û)
−
[
∂ξf(x,y − x,u, û)− ∂˜ξf(x,x− y,u, û)
]
dy dx.

Corollary 3.2. [Strong nonlocal Euler-Lagrange equations] If f satisfies
Theorem 3.1 then we obtain the strong form of the Euler-Lagrange equations
as given by the system of integral equations∫
Ω∪Γ
fu(x,y)− (fξ(x,y) − f˜ξ(x,y)) dy = 0, ∀x ∈ Ω ∪ Γ′.
Theorem 3.3. If (u, ξ)→ f(x,z,u, ξ) is convex and u ∈ u0+Wpβ,0(Ω∪Γ)
satisfies the weak form of the Euler-Lagrange equation (3.2) or (3.3), then u
is a minimizer for (3.1) with respect to the admissible class u0+Wpβ,0(Ω∪Γ).
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Proof. For v ∈ u0 +Wpβ(Ω ∪ Γ) let ϕ := u− v ∈ Wpβ,0(Ω ∪ Γ) (see Remark
2.1), so (3.2) yields∫
Ω∪Γ
∫
Ω∪Γ
ϕ(x)fu(x,y − x,u(x),u(x)− u(y))
+ ϕ̂(x,y)fξ(x,y − x,u(x),u(x)− u(y)) dy dx = 0
for the function v. Then by the convexity assumption on f ,
F [u]− F [v] ≤
∫
Ω∪Γ
∫
Ω∪Γ
ϕ(x)fu(x,y − x,u(x),u(x)− u(y)) dy dx
+
∫
Ω∪Γ
∫
Ω∪Γ
ϕ̂(x,y)fξ(x,y − x,u(x),u(x)− u(y)) dy dx
= 0.
Therefore, F [u] ≤ F [u] for all u ∈ Wpβ(Ω ∪ Γ) and thus u is a minimizer of
(3.1) with respect to the admissible function space Wpβ(Ω ∪ Γ). 
3.1. Connection to classical Euler-Lagrange equations. Recall for a
functional of the form
F [u] =
∫
Ω
f(x,u,∇u(x)) dx, (3.9)
with f : Rn×RN ×RN×n for u in some admissible class A, and appropriate
growth conditions on f , any minimizer of (3.9) satisfied the system of partial
differential equations
fui(x,u(x),∇u(x)) − div(fξi(x,u(x),∇u(x))) = 0,
where ξi = (ξij)
N
j=1 on Ω. If we allow a specific form of our nonlocal func-
tional, one can see the similarities between the two conditions using nonlocal
operators. Let g(x,u,η) : Rn × RN × RN×N → R satisfy one of the growth
conditions above. Let
f(x,z,u, ξ) = g(x,u, ξ ⊗ µ(|z|)),
where µ is an integrable kernel. Then, the weak form of the Euler-Lagrange
equations for the functional∫
Ω∪Γ
∫
Ω∪Γ
g(x,u(x), û(x,y) ⊗ µ(|y − x|)) dxdy
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is given by∫
Ω∪Γ′
ϕ(x)
∫
Ω∪Γ
gu(x,y)− [gη(x,y)− gη(y,x)]µ(|y − x|) dy dx = 0,
(3.10)
for all appropriate ϕ. Using the definition for the nonlocal divergence, as
stated in [9], we can rewrite (3.10) as∫
Ω∪Γ′
ϕ(x)
∫
Ω∪Γ
gu(x,y) dy dx−
∫
Ω∪Γ′
ϕ(x)Dµ[gη](x) dx = 0.
If g has enough regularity, e.g. the integrand of (3.10) is in the dual space
of ϕ, then for a.e. x ∈ Ω ∪ Γ′
0 =
∫
Ω∪Γ
gu(x,y)− [gη(x,y)− gη(y,x)]µ(|y − x|) dy
=
∫
Ω∪Γ
gu(x,y) dy −Dµ[gη](x).
(3.11)
This form is similar to the strong form of the Euler-Lagrange equations for
(3.9) as shown above. However, it is interesting to note a difference between
the two forms. In the case of free boundary conditions (|Γ′| 6= 0), we have
u satisfying the Euler-Lagrange equations in a larger space Ω ∪ Γ′. In the
classical formulation, u still satisfies the Euler-Lagrange equations on the
interior, while Neumann (natural) boundary conditions could be collected
from the integration by parts.
4. Existence of minimizers
Lemma 4.1. If f is jointly convex in u and ξ for almost every x,z ∈ Ω∪Γ,
then F given by (3.1) is convex with respect to u.
Proof. Let u,v ∈ Lp(Ω ∪ Γ;RN ) and t ∈ [0, 1]. Then, since f is jointly
convex in the last two variables, we have
f
(
x,y−x, tu(x)+(1−t)v(x), tu(y)+(1−t)v(y)−(tu(x)+(1−t)v(x))
)
≤ tf
(
x,y−x,u(x),u(y)−u(x)
)
+(1− t)f
(
x,y−x,v(x),v(y)−v(x)
)
for almost every x,z ∈ Ω ∪ Γ. Therefore, after integration we obtain
F
(
tu+ (1 − t)v
)
≤
∫
tf
(
x,y − x,u(x),u(y) − u(x)
)
+ (1− t)f
(
x,y − x,v(x),v(y) − v(x)
)
dy dx
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= tF(u) + (1− t)F(v),
as desired. 
Theorem 4.2. Suppose that there is a δ > 0 such that⋃
x∈Ω
Bδ(x) ⊆ Ω ∪ Γ. (4.1)
Let f = f(x,z,u, ξ) : (Ω ∪ Γ) × Ω̂ ∪ Γ × RN × RN → R be given. Assume
that f is
• continuous in u and ξ,
• measurable in x and y,
• jointly convex with respect to u and ξ for almost every (x,z) ∈
(Ω ∪ Γ)× Ω̂ ∪ Γ,
• coercive:
f(x,y−x,u, ξ) ≥ α1(x,y−x)|ξ|p+α2(x,y−x)|u|q +α3(x,y−x). (4.2)
For the coercivity condition, we require
• α1 : Ω ∪ Γ × Ω̂ ∪ Γ → RN is a measurable function for which there
exists a constant C0 > 0 such that for all x ∈ Ω and y ∈ Ω ∪ Γ
α1(x,y − x) ≥ C0χBδ(x),
with δ > 0 identified in (4.1),
• α2 ∈ Lp/(p−q)[(Ω ∪ Γ)2],
• α3 ∈ L1[(Ω ∪ Γ)2], and 1 ≤ q < p.
Consider the functional (3.1), and let u0 ∈W pα1(Ω∪Γ) such that F(u0) <
∞ be given. Set
A :=
{
v ∈W pα1(Ω ∪ Γ;RN ) : [v − u0] ∈W pα1,0(Ω ∪ Γ;RN )
}
.
Then there is some u ∈ A such that
F(u) = inf{F(v) : v ∈ A}. (4.3)
Proof. Define m to be the infimum in (4.3). Then, since F(u0) < ∞ by
assumption, m < ∞. Also, by the coercivity condition (4.2) we have that
m > −∞ and so m is finite. Let {uν} be a minimizing sequence in A. Using
(4.2), for sufficiently large ν we have
m+ 1 ≥
∫
(Ω∪Γ)2
[
α1(x,y − x)|ûν(x,y)|p − |α2(x,y − x)||uν(x)|q
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− |α3(x,x− y)|
]
dxdy
= ‖ûν‖pLpα1 [(Ω∪Γ)2] − |Ω ∪ Γ|
q
p ‖α2‖
L
p
q−p [(Ω∪Γ)]2
‖uν‖qLp(Ω∪Γ)
− ‖α3‖L1[(Ω∪Γ)]2 .
Since uν ∈ A, we have uν(x) = u0(x), for each x ∈ Γ. It follows that
‖uν‖qLp(Ω∪Γ) ≤ C1
(
‖uν‖qLp(Ω) + ‖u0‖qLp(Γ)
)
.
Thus, with C2 := C1|Ω ∪ Γ|
q
p ‖α2‖
L
p
q−p [(Ω∪Γ)]2
and C3 := ‖α3‖L1[(Ω∪Γ)]2 ,
‖ûν‖pLpα1 [(Ω∪Γ)2] − C2‖uν‖
q
Lp(Ω) ≤ m+ 1 + C2‖u0‖qLp(Γ) + C3. (4.4)
At this point, since α1(x,y − x) ≥ C0χBδ(x) for each x,y ∈ Ω ∪ Γ, we may
apply the nonlocal Poincare´’s inequality (see [13, Lemma 3.5]) to find
‖ûν‖pLpα1 [(Ω∪Γ)2] ≥ C4
(
‖uν‖pLp(Ω) − ‖u0‖pLp(Γ)
)
.
Here C4 > 0 depends on the structural assumptions in the problem. In
particular, it depends on C0 and δ. Using this in (4.4) yields
C4‖uν‖pLp(Ω)−C2‖uν‖qLp(Ω) ≤ m+1+C2‖u0‖qLp(Γ)+C4‖u0‖pLp(Γ)+C3. (4.5)
Since q < p, Young’s inequality implies that for each ε > 0, there is a C <∞
such that
‖uν‖qLp(Ω) ≤ ε‖uν‖pLp(Ω) + C. (4.6)
With ε =
C4
2C2
, it follows from (4.5) that
1
2
C4‖uν‖pLp(Ω) ≤ C2‖u0‖qLp(Γ) + C4‖u0‖pLp(Γ) + C5,
for some C5 <∞. Hence
1
2
C4‖uν‖pLp(Ω∪Γ) ≤
3
2
C4‖u0‖pLp(Γ) + C5. (4.7)
Then both C4 and the upper bound is independent of ν, and recall that
C4 > 0. Thus we can extract a (unrelabeled) subsequence {uν} such that
uν → u weakly in Lp(Ω ∪ Γ) for some u ∈ Lp(Ω ∪ Γ).
We next verify that u ∈ A. Clearly u = u0 on Γ, so we just need to show
that u ∈ W pα1(Ω ∪ Γ). By Mazur’s Lemma, there is a sequence of convex
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combinations of elements of {uν} that converge strongly to u in Lp(Ω ∪ Γ).
Thus we may produce {uκ}∞κ=1 in Lp(Ω ∪ Γ) such that
uκ =
Nκ∑
ν=κ
λ(κ)ν uν and uκ → u strongly in Lp(Ω ∪ Γ)
where for all κ ∈ N,
{λ(κ)ν }∞ν,κ=1 ∈ [0, 1] and
Nκ∑
ν=κ
λ(κ)ν = 1.
Thus, after passing to another (unrelabeled) subsequence, uν → u pointwise
a.e. in Ω ∪ Γ. It follows that
α1(x,y − x)ûκ(x,y) = α1(x,y − x) [uκ(y)− uκ(x)]
→ α1(x,y − x)û(x,y), a.e. x,y ∈ Ω ∪ Γ.
By Fatou’s lemma
‖û‖p
Lpα1 [(Ω∪Γ)
2]
≤ lim inf
κ→∞
‖ûκ‖pLpα1 [(Ω∪Γ)2].
Since each uκ is a convex combination of elements of {uν}, we see that
uκ = u0 on Γ. Since t 7→ |t|p is a convex function, we also find that
‖ûκ‖pLpα1 [(Ω∪Γ)2] =
∫
(Ω∪Γ)2
α1(x,y − x)
∣∣∣∣∣
Nκ∑
ν=κ
λ(κ)ν ûν
∣∣∣∣∣
p
dxdy
≤
Nκ∑
ν=κ
λ(κ)ν ‖ûν‖pLpα1 [(Ω∪Γ)2].
Next, from the bound in (4.4), we conclude that
‖ûκ‖pLpα1 [(Ω∪Γ)2] ≤ m+ 1 + C2
(
‖u0‖qLp(Γ) +
Nκ∑
ν=κ
λ(κ)ν ‖uν‖qLp(Ω)
)
+ C3.
An application of Young’s inequality, as in (4.6), and the bound in (4.7)
establishes an upper bound for ‖ûκ‖pLpα1 [(Ω∪Γ)2] that is independent of κ ∈ N.
Hence u ∈ W pα1(Ω ∪ Γ). As already indicated, we also have that u = u0 on
Γ. Thus u ∈ A, as claimed.
Finally, we verify that u minimizes F over A. For each κ ∈ N, denote
by u˜κ that element of {uν}Nκν=κ such that F(u˜κ) = maxκ≤ν≤Nκ F(uν). By
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Lemma 4.1 and the convexity assumption for f ,
F(uκ) = F
(
Nκ∑
ν=κ
λ(κ)ν uν
)
≤
Nκ∑
ν=κ
λ(κ)ν F(uν) ≤
(
Nκ∑
ν=κ
λ(κ)ν
)
F(u˜κ) = F(u˜κ).
(4.8)
Moreover, since {uκ} was identified so that uκ → u a.e. in Ω ∪ Γ, the
continuity and measurability assumptions on f , imply
f(x,y−x,uκ(x), ûκ(x,y))→ f(x,y−x,u(x), û(x,y)) a.e. x,y ∈ Ω∪Γ.
By Fatou’s Lemma
F(u) ≤ lim inf
κ→∞
F(uκ) ≤ lim inf
κ→∞
F(u˜κ).
Since u˜κ is a subsequence of our original minimizing sequence, we deduce
that
F(u) = inf {F(v) : v ∈ A} .
Thus, u is a minimizer of (3.1). 
The next couple of remarks indicate some generalizations of Theorem 4.2.
The key components of the argument are uniform bounds for the Lp norm
of the minimizing sequence, as in (4.7), and the convexity of A ⊆ W pα1 , so
that Mazur’s lemma can be used.
Remark 4.3. One extension of Theorem 4.2 is to allow admissible functions
with only partially prescribed values on Γ. More precisely, there is a Γ′ ⊆ Γ
such the admissible class is
A :=
{
v ∈W pα1(Ω ∪ Γ;RN ) : [v − u0] ∈W pα1,Γ′(Ω ∪ Γ;RN )
}
.
Thus v ∈ A have unspecified values on Γ\Γ′. The argument for the bound in
(4.7) is the same, but an additional coercivity term is required to compensate
for the uncontrolled boundary component. For example, we could modify
(4.2) to
f(x,y − x,u, ξ) ≥ α1(x,y − x)|ξ|p + α′2(x,y − x)|u|p,+α3(x,y − x),
with α′2 ∈ L∞[(Ω ∪ Γ)2] satisfying α′2 ≥ M uniformly on (Ω ∪ Γ)2, for some
sufficiently large M < ∞. The lower bound on M depends on the other
structural assumptions for f and, in particular, the constant that appears
in the nonlocal Poincare´ inequality.
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Remark 4.4. Another extension is to impose constraints on the admissible
function that preserve the convexity of the admissible class. For example,
we could seek a minimizer for F over
A :=
{
v ∈W pα1(Ω ∪ Γ;RN ) : ‖v‖Lp(Γ;RN ) ≤M
}
.
Thus the admissible functions have unprescribed boundary values but there
is a control on the Lp size of the boundary portion of the function. For this
type of problem, no modification of the coercivity condition on f is needed.
The boundary terms in (4.7) are bounded by assumption.
5. Regularity of minimizers
We have existence and uniqueness of minimizers for the energy functional
(1.1) as it follows from Theorem 4.2, hence, we have a solution for the
nonlocal boundary value problem.
In this section we show that under mild assumptions for the kernel the
solutions to semilinear problems have W 1,1 regularity, then C∞.
Theorem 5.1 (W 1,1 regularity of solutions). Let µ ∈ W 1,1(Ω̂ ∪ Γ;R) (with
the notation of (2.1)) and ‖µ‖1 = 1. Let f0 : Rn × RN → RN for which
we assume that there exists a g ∈ W 1,∞(Rn × RN ;RN ) such that for each
x ∈ Rn and u ∈ RN we have
g(x,u+
1
2
f0(x,u)) = u. (5.1)
Let u ∈ L1(Ω ∪ Γ;RN ) be a solution of
Lµ[u](x) = f0(x,u),
for every x ∈ Ω, with
Lµ[u](x) = 2
∫
Ω∪Γ
(u(y)− u(x))µ(y − x) dy.
Then under the above assumptions
u ∈W 1,1(Ω;RN ).
Proof. Since u is a solution to the given integral equation, the definition of
the nonlocal Laplacian (upon trivially extending u and µ by zero outside
Ω ∪ Γ) gives
(u ∗ µ)(x)− u(x) = 1
2
f0(x,u(x)), x ∈ Ω, (5.2)
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where u ∗ µ = (u1 ∗ µ, u2 ∗ µ, ..., uN ∗ µ). Then, by assumption (5.1) there is
a g ∈W 1,∞(Rn × RN ;RN ) such that for each x ∈ Ω
g(x, (u ∗ µ)(x)) = u(x). (5.3)
Since µ ∈ W 1,1(Ω̂ ∪ Γ;R) and u ∈ L1(Ω ∪ Γ;RN ) we have that u ∗ µ ∈
W 1,1(Ω;R). By the regularity of g, we have x 7→ g(x, (u ∗ µ)(x)) ∈
W 1,1(Ω;RN ) by the chain rule for Sobolev functions (see [15], and [14] for a
more general result). Thus
u ∈W 1,1(Ω;RN ).

Assuming additional regularity for the function g (which is basically the
inverse of f with respect to the u variable) and for the kernel µ yields
additional regularity for the solution u. The result below shows that one
could eventually obtain C∞ regularity; it is easily seen that in fact W k,1
regularity for g and µ are matched by W k,1 regularity for u.
Theorem 5.2 (C∞ regularity of solutions). Under the assumptions of The-
orem 5.1, additionally assume that g ∈ C∞(Rn × RN ;RN ) and
µ ∈ C∞(Ω̂ ∪ Γ;R). Then
u ∈ C∞(Ω;RN ).
Proof. By Theorem 5.1 we have u ∈W 1,1(Ω;RN ) ∩ L1(Ω ∪ Γ). Using again
the regularity of µ it follows that u ∗ µ ∈ W 2,1(Ω;RN ) and so by (5.3) and
by using the chain rule again, we have that u ∈ W 2,1(Ω;RN ). Iterating
this argument k times for k ∈ N, we obtain u ∈ W k,1(Ω;RN ). The Sobolev
embedding theorem will then yield that u ∈ C∞(Ω;RN ).

5.1. Example on existence, uniqueness, and regularity of solutions.
For simplicity consider a scalar case with n = N = 1; the arguments can be
easily extended to the vectorial setting. Set the domain Ω = (−1, 1) with
Γ = R \ (−1, 1). Let
µ(x) =
1√
pi
e−x
2
(5.4)
for which ‖µ‖L1(R) = 1. Let f0 : (x, u) ∈ R×R→ R
f0(x, u) = 2
arctan u+ 1
x2 + 1
.
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The equation
Lµ[u](x) = 2arctan u(x) + 1
x2 + 1
, x ∈ (−1, 1) (5.5)
for functions u with u = 0 on Γ = R\ (−1, 1) is the Euler-Lagrange equation
associated with the energy functional given by
F [u] =
∫
R
∫
R
[u(y)− u(x)]2µ(y − x)
+
2u(x) arctan u(x)− ln[1 + u2(x)] + u(x)
x2 + 1
dydx.
Indeed, since the regularity assumptions and the growth assumption (GI)
of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied by the integrand of the energy functional, we
have that the minimizers satisfy the Euler-Lagrange equation (5.5). To show
existence and uniqueness of minimizers observe that the functional form of
the integrand given by
f(x, z, u, ξ) = ξ2µ(z) +
2u arctan u− ln(1 + u2) + u
x2 + 1
clearly satisfies the continuity and measurability assumptions of Theorem
4. Moreover, it is jointly convex in u and ξ, as it is the sum of a con-
vex function in u and a convex function in ξ (the convexity in u can be
easily verified through the positivity of the second order derivative; indeed,
1
(1 + u2)(x2 + 1)
≥ 0 for all x and u). For coercivity (as required by Theorem
4) note first that
2u arctan u− ln(1 + u2) + u
x2 + 1
≥ 0
for all x, u ∈ R. Thus we have
|f(x, z, u, ξ)| ≥ c1|ξ|2
for all |z| ≤ 1/2 (take δ = 1/2 in assumption (4.1)). To study the regularity
of solutions we observe that µ ∈ C∞(R). By (5.2) we obtain
(u ∗ µ)(x) = arctan u(x) + 1
x2 + 1
+ u(x). (5.6)
Since the function
(x, u) 7→ arctan u+ 1
x2 + 1
+ u
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is C∞ and its derivative with respect to u is uniformly positive, by the
implicit function theorem, there is a C∞ function g : R× R→ R such that
arctan g(x, u) + 1
x2 + 1
+ g(x, u) = u
for all x, u ∈ R. Thus, from (5.6) we have
u(x) = g(x, (u ∗ µ)(x)),
so Theorem 5.2 implies u ∈ C∞(R).
The regularity theorem 5.1 has an interesting consequence that regards ill-
posedness of nonlocal problems. We present this aspect through an example
below.
5.2. Example on ill-posedness. Let µ ∈ L∞(Ω;R) (for example, the
Gaussian (5.4)). Assume that
f0(x,u) = h(x)− u,
for some h ∈ L1(Ω;RN ) \ L∞(Ω;RN ). Then the Euler-Lagrange equation
L[u](x) + f0(x,u) = 0 (5.7)
becomes
(u ∗ µ)(x)− u(x) = h(x)− u(x),
hence (u ∗ µ)(x) = h(x). As a consequence of Young’s inequality for con-
volutions (which is the idea behind the higher integrability result of [12,
Theorem 3.1]) we have that
u ∗ µ ∈ L∞(Ω;RN ).
Therefore, we must have that h ∈ L∞(Ω;RN ), which is precluded by the
choice of h. Thus, the problem (5.7) does not admit a solution, which shows
that even linear problems may be ill-posed in the nonlocal setting, when
the source term f0 is not sufficiently regular to accommodate the gain in
regularity given by µ.
6. Examples
In the proceeding examples, assume µ : Ω̂ ∪ Γ → RN is positive and
symmetric. Also in each example f : Ω ∪ Γ × Ω̂ ∪ Γ × RN × RN → R will
be the integrand of the nonlocal functional (1.1). For each functional, we
will require the boundary condition u0 on Γ \ Γ′ where Γ′ ⊆ Γ for some
u0 ∈ Lp(Γ \ Γ′;RN ).
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6.1. Quasilinear nonlocal example. Let f(x, z, u, ξ) =
|ξ ⊗ µ(z)|p
p
+
G(x,u) where µ ∈ Lp(RN ) and G : Ω ∪ Γ × RN → R is convex for each
x with
G(x,u) ≥ a1(x)|u|q + a2(x), ∂uG(x,u) ≤ b1(x) + b2(x)|u|q
where a1 ∈ Lp/(p−q)(Ω ∪ Γ), a2 ∈ L1(Ω ∪ Γ), b1 ∈ Lp/(p−1)(Ω ∪ Γ), b2 ∈
L∞(Ω∪Γ) for 1 ≤ q < p. With these assumptions f then satisfies the growth
condition (GII) and Theorem 4.2. Thus, there is a minimizer u ∈ Wpµ(Ω∪Γ)
with u = u0 on Γ for the corresponding nonlocal functional, and it satisfies
the nonlocal Euler-Lagrange equations. As in (3.10)
g(x,u,η) =
|η|p
p
+G(x,u)
and note ∂ηg(x,u,η) = η|η|p−2. Then, using the fact |ξ ⊗ µ| = |ξ||µ| and
(3.11), we have∫
Ω∪Γ
g(x,u) dy −D [û(x,y)⊗ µ(y − x)|û(x,y) ⊗ µ(y − x)|p−2] (x) = 0
for x ∈ Ω. Then, letting g(x,u) = |Ω ∪ Γ|∂uG(x,u) and using (2.2) and
(2.5) we can rewrite the above as
Lpµ[u](x) = g(x,u), a.e. x ∈ Ω ∪ Γ′.
Thus, the minimizer of the functional is a solution to the p-Laplacian prob-
lem.
If we take p = 1 in the above formulation and assume some more condi-
tions on G and µ (so that g and µ satisfy the conditions of theorem 5.1)
then we can achieve additional regularity on the minimizer u.
6.2. Another quasilinear example with nonlocal p-Laplacian. Con-
sider the functional
f(x,z,u, ξ) = |(u+ ξ)⊗ µ|q + |ξ ⊗ µ|p
with 1 ≤ q < p and |µ|q satisfying the same conditions as α1 and α2 in
Theorem 4.2. Then note that f is convex with respect to (u, ξ) for all x and
z, with
f(x,z,u, ξ) ≥ |µ(z)|q(2q−1|ξ|q + |ξ|p|µ(z)|p)− |µ(z)|q2q−1|u|q
≥ |ξ|p|µ(z)|p − |µ(z)|q |u|q.
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Also the corresponding nonlocal functional is finite for u ∈ Wpµ(Ω ∪ Γ), so
by Theorem 4.2, there is a minimizer u ∈ Wpµ(Ω ∪ Γ) with u = u0 on Γ.
Now,
∂uf(x,y − x,u(x),u(y) − u(x)) = qu(y)|u(y)|q−2|µ(y − x)|q;
∂ξf(x,y − x,u(x),u(y) − u(x)) = qu(y)|u(y)|q−2|µ(y − x)|q
+ pû(y)|û(y)|p−2|µ(y − x)|p.
Also the corresponding nonlocal functional is finite for u ∈ Wpµ(Ω∪Γ;RN),
so by Theorem 4.2, there is a minimizer u ∈ Wpµ(Ω ∪ Γ) with u = u0 on Γ.
Now, for u, ξ ∈ RN ,
∂uf(x,y − x,u, ξ) = qu|u|q−2|µ(y − x)|q;
∂ξf(x,y − x,u, ξ) = qu|u|q−2|µ(y − x)|q + pξ|ξ|p−2|µ(y − x)|p.
(6.1)
Note that for q < p, |γ|q−1 ≤ 1 + |γ|p−1 for γ ∈ RN . Hence by (6.1)
|∂uf(x,y − x,u, ξ)| ≤ q|u|q−1|µ(y − x)|q
≤ q(1 + |u|p−1)|µ(y − x)|q
≤ q|µ(y − x)|q + q|µ(y − x)|q(|u|p−1 + |ξ|p−1);
|∂ξf(x,y − x,u, ξ)| ≤ q|u|q−1|µ(y − x)|q + p|ξ|p−1|µ(y − x)|p
≤ p|u|q−1(1 + |µ(y − x)|p) + p|ξ|p−1(1 + |µ(y − x)|p)
≤ p(1 + |µ(y − x)|p)
+ p(1 + |µ(y − x)|p)(|u|p−1 + |ξ|p−1)
Hence f clearly satisfies the growth condition (GII) and so (3.2) holds
for ϕ ∈ Wpµ,0(Ω ∪ Γ). Then, using the strong form of the Euler-Lagrange
equations we have for a.e. x ∈ Ω ∪ Γ,
qu(x)|u(x)|q−2‖µq‖L1 − 2
∫
Ω∪Γ
û(y)|û(y)|q−2|µ(y − x)|q dy = 0.
Using (2.5) and letting Mp,q =
p
q
‖µq‖L1 , we can rewrite this as
Lqµ[u](x) =Mp,qu(x)|u(x)|p−2 a.e. x ∈ Ω ∪ Γ. (6.2)
6.3. Semilinear case. For this case we will consider N = 1 and the inte-
grand of (1.1) be given by
f(x,z, u, ξ) = G(x, u) + 2uξµ(z) + [ξµ(z)]2, (6.3)
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where µ satisfies the same conditions as α1 in Theorem 4.2, and µ
2(x) >
µ(x), for every x ∈ Rn. Denote ∂uG(x, u) = g(x, u), and let G be such that f
given by (6.3) is convex with respect to (u, ξ). Also, suppose that |g(x, u)| ≤
C|u|p and G(x, u) ≥ C|u|p for some p > 1. Then the corresponding nonlocal
functional satisfies Theorem 4.2, and hence there is a minimizer u ∈ Wpµ(Ω∪
Γ) with u = u0 on Γ. Also, f satisfies growth condition (GII), so we can
write down the Euler-Lagrange equation for this functional.
Proposition 6.1. The strong form of the Euler-Lagrange equations associ-
ated with the functional (6.3) can be written as
(u ∗ γ)(x)− u(x) =Mg(x, u(x)) a.e. x ∈ Ω ∪ Γ′, (6.4)
where
M = ‖µ‖L2−‖µ‖L1 > 0, C =
|Ω ∪ Γ|
2M
, γ(z) :=
µ(z)2 − µ(z)
M
> 0, z ∈ Ω̂ ∪ Γ
Proof. First, note
fu(x,y) = g(x, u(x)) + 2Gµ[u](x,y);
fξ(x,y) = 2u(x)µ(z) + 2Gµ2 [u](x,y).
The strong form of the Euler-Lagrange equations (3.2) written for the func-
tional (6.3) give that for a.e. x ∈ Ω ∪ Γ we have∫
Ω∪Γ
g(x, u(x)) + 2Gµ[u](x,y) − [(2u(x)µ(y − x)
+2Gµ2 [u](x,y)) − (2u(y)µ(y − x) + 2Gµ2 [u](y,x))
]
dy = 0.
Combining terms and using the definition of the nonlocal gradient this is
|Ω ∪ Γ|g(x, u(x)) + 2
∫
Ω∪Γ
(Gµ2 [u](y,x) − Gµ2 [u](x,y)) dy
+ 4
∫
Ω∪Γ
Gµ[u](x,y) dy = 0.
Now, using the definition of the nonlocal Laplacian we obtain
|Ω ∪ Γ|g(x, u(x)) − 2Lµ2 [u](x) + 4
∫
Ω∪Γ
Gµ[u](x,y) dy = 0.
We can then write the above integrals using convolutions and combine terms,
|Ω ∪ Γ|g(x, u(x)) + 4(‖µ2‖1 − ‖µ‖1)u(x)− 4(u ∗ (µ2 − µ))(x) = 0.
Finally, using γ, C, and M defined above, we obtain
Lγ [u](x) = Cg(x, u(x)), a.e. x ∈ Ω ∪ Γ.
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7. Conclusions
To conclude, we have identified here two growth conditions for the Euler-
Lagrange equations to hold in the nonlocal setting. We have shown existence
of minimizers of energy functionals with no upper growth assumptions, but
under convexity and coercivity hypothesis. Other existence results in this
area limit the upper bound on the growth to a power-type growth, and this
upper bound must match corresponding power-type lower bound. The flex-
ibility for our integrand allows to have, for example, exponential, variable,
or anisotropic growth.
We have also shown regularity of solutions to semilinear problems with
suitably chosen nonlinearities, under mild assumptions on the kernel. This
case is of interest to us, as for the nonlinear setting, convergence of nonlocal
solutions to classical counterparts when the horizon of interaction shrinks
to zero, remains an open problem. The argument of Theorem 5.1 based on
properties of convolutions will be utilized in future work, as it provides a
roadmap to regularity results under very general assumptions.
Also, the paper includes applications of the results to several settings,
including different nonlinearities (of quasilinear and semilinear structure),
in both scalar, and vectorial settings. Connections to classical setting will
be studied in future work from a theoretical point of view, as well as from
a numerical stance, by exhibiting convergence rates of nonlocal solutions to
classical counterparts.
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